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The point of the opening video is not just for high school grads. It’s for us all. Graduation ceremonies, 
after all, are formally called “commencement,” which means “beginning” We all come to multiple 
moments of endings and beginnings over the course of our lives. The downside of commencements, 
however, can be an unhealthy sense of arrival: That we have done enough, learned enough, or seen 
enough to believe that we are our own best source of wisdom. When our own “wisdom” is valued 
above God’s wisdom, we begin to believe ourselves to be the exception to God’s rules, the anomaly to 
God’s principles, or the variant to God’s standards. In other words, we like to think we are “special,” 
and therefore, not accountable. 
   
The better way is to treat each commencement as way of recognizing the greater opportunity we have 
to grow in wisdom, along with the realization of our greater need for growing in wisdom. When we 
don’t see ourselves as the center of the universe, we’re in the best position to hear from and walk with 
the One who is. This morning, we look to the wisdom of Proverbs for insights on how to keep 
graduating toward wisdom.  

  
1. Don’t ever let go of being teachable. There’s always more to learn. - Hold on to instruction, do not 
let it go; guard it well, for it is your life. – Proverbs 4:13 
 
Hold on to -  The intention of being or growing firm or strong, strengthen. Putting yourself in the best 
position for growth and strength.  Who better to teach this than Solomon, someone who knew first-
hand the benefits of being teachable, and the tragedy of refusing to be? 
 
At Gibeon the Lord appeared to Solomon during the night in a dream, and God said, “Ask for whatever 
you want me to give you.”... 7 “Now, Lord my God, you have made your servant king in place of my 
father David. But I am only a little child and do not know how to carry out my duties. 8 Your servant is 
here among the people you have chosen, a great people, too numerous to count or number. 9 So give 
your servant a discerning heart to govern your people and to distinguish between right and wrong. For 
who is able to govern this great people of yours?”- 1 Kings 3:5, 7-14 
 

• Discern – literally a “hearing” heart. One that listens. The #1, top shelf, biggest deal, absolutely, 
positively most important attitude on which you must get a firm grip is intentional teachability. 

• Always walk through life as if you have something new to learn and you will. - Vernon Howard 
 
If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who gives generously to all without finding fault, and it 
will be given to you. 6 But when you ask, you must believe and not doubt, because the one who doubts 
is like a wave of the sea, blown and tossed by the wind. 7 That person should not expect to receive 
anything from the Lord.- James 1:5-7 
 
Doubt here is a refusal to obey the wisdom God reveals; which happens when we forget good it is for 
us to be wrong. 



2. Celebrate the margin of error. You learn what’s right from getting it wrong. Keep hold of 
instruction; do not let go; guard her, for she is your life.- Proverbs 4:13 
 
Instruction, -  discipline, chastening, correction - The essence of learning is first being aware that what 
we already know might be wrong, and that what is left to learn requires space for further errors. 
 
Augustine: Fallor Ergo Sum – I err therefore I am. Ben Franklin observed that wrongness opens a 
window to our very nature, our imaginative mind, boundless facilities, our extravagant souls. For 
Franklin and Augustine, being wrong is not just what we do. It is in some sense who we are. 
 

• “Wrongness is a vital part of how we learn and change. Thanks to error, we can revise our 
understanding of ourselves and amend our ideas about our world.” – Kathryn Schultz, Being 
Wrong: Adventures in the Margin of Error 

 

• The illiterate of the 21st century will not be those who cannot read and write, but those who 
cannot learn, unlearn, and relearn. - Alvin Toffler 

 
You can’t learn until you admit that you need to, but don’t limit where such learning can come fom. 
 
3. Be open to teachers of all sorts. There’s something to learn from everyone. - Keep hold of 
instruction; do not let go; guard her, for she is your life. - Proverbs 4:13 
 
Let go: Sink, droop, relax, take an easy path – Remain intentionally teachable, Maintain a “hearing” 
heart 

• No one can teach me anything: Arrogant Attitude 

• Some One can teach me everything: Naïve Attitude 
 
This is not education, it is indoctrination. This is not conversation, it is an echo-chamber. Echo-
Chamber thinking makes all of us weaker and poorer. 
 
 “When groups can filter their news by ideological persuasion, the long-term tendency is toward 
 increased polarization and decreased consensus. Individuals’ interpretation of the world gets 
 amplified and not challenged; the common ground of social agreement shrinks. When groups 
 are exposed to a more diverse range of perspectives, when their values are forced to confront 
 different viewpoints, they are likely to approach the world in a more nuanced way and avoid 
 falling prey to crude extremism.” – Steven Johnson, Future Perfect  
 
Johnson supports this statement by citing longitudinal studies from University of Michigan professor 
Scott E. Page, developer of the “Diversity Trumps Homogeneity Theorem.”  For 20 years, Page grouped 
test subjects based on homogenous skill, perspective, and I.Q. over against groups scoring lower in 
I.Q. tests, but diverse in their range of skill, profession, and perspective. Page consistently found that 
diverse groups were collectively smarter and more effective at problem solving than the 
homogenous groups. 
 



• Everyone can teach me something: Teachable Attitude 
 

• The Lord often sends strange teachers our way. We need to be open the lessons he wants us to 
learn from them.” – Dr. Richard Mouw 
 

God often instructs believers in unpredictable ways.  

• The prophet Balaam was corrected by a donkey   

• Pagan sailors confronted Jonah about running from God 

• Magi found Jesus by consulting astrological charts 

• Paul referenced Greek mythology and pagan poets to share the gospel 
 

• “I hated the police until a brother got robbed, I hated welfare until a brother lost his job 
 Thoughts of abortion taught me sanctity of life, A divorced man and woman taught me how to 
 love my wife A poor man sat me down and taught me about dignity, A blind man's vision taught 
 me all about imagery – Sho Baraka 
 

• You don’t understand anything until you learn it more than one way. - Marvin Minsky 
 
 
4. Teachability is relational. Wisdom is not so much “what,” but “Who” - Keep hold of instruction; do 
not let go; guard her, for she is your life.- Proverbs 4:13 
 
Guard - protect with cunning, guard with fidelity, blockade hold close. Always evaluating, examining. 
 

• Examination, inspection, evaluation turns experience into insight. This is the difference 
between someone with 10 years of experience, and 1 year of experience 10 times. 

 
Guard “her, she is your life” instruction is personified, this is not an exercise in knowing about an 
object, it is a relational experience of coming to know a subject. This happens again in the NT, where 
wisdom is personified ultimately in the person of Jesus, through whom we are given righteousness, 
holiness, and redemption. 
 
It is because of him that you are in Christ Jesus, who has become for us wisdom from God—that is, our 
righteousness, holiness and redemption. - 1 Corinthians 1:30 
 
There are so many voices clamoring and calling for your “hearing.” To whom will you listen? With 
whom will you go? From whom will you learn? 
 
Questions to Ponder 

• Why do moments of “commencement” raise the temptation to believe we’ve “arrived”?  

• Talk about the connection between wisdom and teachability. Compare and contrast the two 
accounts of Solomon’s encounter with God (1 Kings 3:4-9 and 2 Chronicles 1:7-10). How are 
they interdependent?  



• Discuss Kevin’s suggestions that error should be embraced as a part of learning? How does you 
see that taking shape in your life? 

• If we’re all wrong about things at times, why do we have such a hard time admitting it? 

• Talk about some of the “strange teachers” you’ve had in your life. Do you learn from any 
sources or people with whom you disagree? Why or why not? If not, how to you respond to 
what Kevin said about living in an echo-chamber?  

• How do you evaluate your experiences? Reflect on a recent decision or event. What will you do 
next time that improves on what you did before?  

• Why do you believe a message like this is important to ALL of us, not just graduates? 
 


